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NEW QUESTION: 1
You develop an application. You are using the ServiceModel Metadata Utility Tool (svcutil.exe)
to generate
service bindings.
The service bindings must use stringent security and require full control over the Windows
Communication
Foundation (WCF) messaging stack.
You need to configure the service bindings.
Which values should you use? To answer, configure the appropriate options in the dialog box in
the answer
area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: WSHttpBinding
A secure and interoperable binding that is suitable for non-duplex service contracts.
Incorrect: Always select a binding that includes security. By default, all bindings except the
<basicHttpBinding> element have security enabled.
Box 2: Sign
Sign. The protected part is digitally signed. This ensures detection of any tampering with the
protected
message part.

Box 3: <wsHttpBing>
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/wcf/system-provided-bindings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/wcf/understanding-protection-level

NEW QUESTION: 2
A travel company lias a Common Data Service (COS) environment. The company requites the
following:
* Custom entities that track which countries/regions their clients have traveled.
* The dates their clients traveled to these countries/regions.
You need to create the entities and relationships to meet the requirements.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the
correct orders you select.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two HTTP header fields relate to intrusion analysis? (Choose two).
A. handshake type
B. user-agent
C. host
D. language
E. connection
Answer: B,C
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